CONSTRUCTION PLAN
FOR
SNOWDEN RIVER PARKWAY
(STA. 18+62 TO 38+40)
DOBBIN ROAD
(STA. 107+05 TO 111+15)
DRIED EARTH BOULEVARD
(STA. 0+47 TO 1+70)
NOTES:
1. CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY LOCATION OF ALL UTILITIES BEFORE STARTING.
2. ALL PAVEMENT MARKINGS TO BE INSTALLED BY OTHERS.

MODIFICATION CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

SIGNALS

1. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 100 FT MAST ARM, 100 FT MAST ARM, TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
2. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 150 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
3. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 200 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
4. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 250 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
5. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 300 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
6. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 350 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
7. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 400 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
8. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 450 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
9. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 500 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
10. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 550 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
11. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 600 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
12. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 650 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
13. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 700 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
14. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 750 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
15. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 800 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
16. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 850 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
17. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 900 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
18. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 950 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
19. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 1000 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
20. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 1050 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
21. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 1100 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
22. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 1150 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
23. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 1200 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
24. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 1250 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.
25. INSTALL 27 STEEL SIGNAL POLES AT 1300 FT MAST ARM TRAFFIC SIGNAL HEAD, AND SIGN.